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Stardate 9810.11 USS Titan NCC-65265
Host AGMDave says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<RESUME MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
CO-Sulla says:
::Sitting in the center seat, trying to figure our next course of action and trying to project an air of calmness::
OPS_Tero says:
::On bridge at OPS con::
CSOFast says:
::IN SB on Bio bed::
FCO_Charn says:
::on bridge at FC console trying to figure out what is wrong with this::
TO_Jeron says:
::steps onto the bridge and moves to the TAC console ..... normally works Gamma shift, gets Alpha today::
ceoGabel says:
::walking back to ME from sickbay::
XOspencer says:
::on the bridge: sitting next to the Captain::
SOLoren says:
::on bridge, monitoring sensors::
CMO_Cerbe says:
::On deck 4, by a big metal beam with Dr. Chiba::
MOChiba says:
::about to crawl into hole::
TO_Jeron says:
::runs his hands across TAC console ..... entering his authorization codes::
ceoGabel says:
::walks through the doorway and enters main engineering::
XOspencer says:
TAC: Get the CEO some people to help remove the beam from the wounded
CMO_Cerbe says:
MO: Are you sure you want to try?
MOChiba says:
CMO: Is there any other choice?
TO_Jeron says:
::nods to the XO:: *Sec Team Alpha*: Respond to deck four.
XOspencer says:
*CMO* CMO: Do you still need help?
TO_Jeron says:
<Sec Team> *TO*: Aye sir .........
CMO_Cerbe says:
MO: Not at the moment ::sighs::
MOChiba says:
CMO: Then there is your answer
CSOFast says:
::begins to moan:: AHH ::lets out a long string of Klingon cuss words.::
XOspencer says:
::nods at Tac:: TAC: thank you
CMO_Cerbe says:
*XO* XO: Do bears c**p in the woods, yes dammit
CO-Sulla says:
SO: Scan the planet for life signs or technology
TO_Jeron says:
<Sec Team> ::arrives on deck 4:: CEO: Do you need some help with that?
ceoGabel says:
::Thinks-there are so many wounded...I am lucky
XOspencer says:
*CMO*: on their way..... hold on
OPS_Tero says:
SO:Any ideas on how to contain the mites yet
FCO_Charn says:
OPS: you're working with the SO on the mites, right?
SOLoren says:
CO: Sir, the mites have slowed their eating rate to almost nothing, but they are still present.
ceoGabel says:
TO: yes please
CMO_Cerbe says:
MO: hold on one moment, we might be getting some help after all
CSOFast says:
SELF:: what in the .... were...... Creberus!!!!!!???
TO_Jeron says:
<CMO>
MOChiba says:
CMO: All right....
CO-Sulla says:
SO: Acknowledged XO: We need to clear the mites off the hull... Suggestions?
OPS_Tero says:
FCO: We are working on a way right now
SOLoren says:
OPS: I have working theories.
CMO_Cerbe says:
<Hanlon> ::Injects Fast with a hypo to wake her up::
TO_Jeron says:
<Sec Team> CMO: Let us give you a hand .... ::the team gets in place to try to lift the beam::
FCO_Charn says:
OPS: I have the feeling that the nav problems are not due to the mites, but I have nothing here... can you help me check this up, please?
CMO_Cerbe says:
MO: Keep an eye on the readings would you..
MOChiba says:
CMO: All right *monitors readings*
CMO_Cerbe says:
::Puts all his strength into lifting the beam
XOspencer says:
CO: Burn them off in the planet's atmosphere?
ceoGabel says:
<Sec Team> : move them over there ::points to the right::
CSOFast says:
Hanlon: What was that for?!
CO-Sulla says:
XO: Will the hull stand the stress?
OPS_Tero says:
FCO: acknowledged
SOLoren says:
OPS: I believe the mites live on energy. I feel that modulating the electrical frequency of the ship might drive them away.
TO_Jeron says:
<Sec Team> ::manages to move the beam slightly::
XOspencer says:
CO: I think we will have to just take the chance sir... it might be our only hope
CMO_Cerbe says:
TO: OK, on my mark, lift and move away from the casualty, is that understood?
CSOFast says:
Hanlon: can
FCO_Charn says:
::keeps trying to find the malfunction, but nothing so far::
CMO_Cerbe says:
<Hanlon> Can...you get up, yes
CSOFast says:
Hanlon:: can I go to work or do I have to stay?
OPS_Tero says:
SO: that might work I was also thinking of the possibility of creating a nul field
ceoGabel says:
<Sec Team> : keep trying I have to think of a way to get rid of the mites
XOspencer says:
CO: If we could get in close...it might work
SOLoren says:
OPS: A null field; how do you mean?
TO_Jeron says:
<Sec Team> ::sets the beam down away from the injured trying to not compromise the structure any::
CSOFast says:
::rubs side:: Self : ohh boy
CO-Sulla says:
XO: that would be my option of last resort...
CMO_Cerbe says:
<Hanlon> CSO: Well, you have spent the best part of a week in here, we need the beds, get going before you get bored ::smiles
XOspencer says:
CO: All right sir...
CSOFast says:
Hanlon: thanks.
CMO_Cerbe says:
Sec Team: Thank you all
CO-Sulla says:
So: Any data that might provide us a means to get rid of the mites?
TO_Jeron says:
::checks the Short-Range Sensors for any local activity::
ceoGabel says:
*XO* did we beam aboard a specimen of the mites along with me??
OPS_Tero says:
SO: is there any way to create a field of neutrality around the ship
XOspencer says:
*CEO* yes but they have all ready been beamed off of the ship
CMO_Cerbe says:
::Kneels beside the casualty,
CSOFast says:
::leaves SB goes and changes feeds dogs eats and is on bridge in ten minutes:
CMO_Cerbe says:
MO: pass me that med kit
TO_Jeron says:
<Sec Team> CMO: Can we help you with these injured, sir?
XOspencer says:
FCO: Suggestions Charn?
SOLoren says:
CO: Sir, I believe the mites attack our hull in order to reach our energy sources. I believe that by varying the electrical frequency of the ship, it could drive them away. There is precedent.
MOChiba says:
CMO: Ok ::hands him the kit::
CO-Sulla says:
XO: Well, perhaps we should acquire more for study now that they are dormant..
CSOFast says:
::steps onto bridge::
ceoGabel says:
*XO* without studying the mites we will not know how to remedy our situation
FCO_Charn says:
XO: Yes, get a vacuum cleaner and get rid of the mites ::rolls eyes::
TO_Jeron says:
::turns and notes the CSO entering bridge::
SOLoren says:
OPS: I do not think so in the nebula.
CSOFast says:
SO:: did I miss anything?
CMO_Cerbe says:
SecTeam: Yes, but I need 2 to stay here for the moment, the rest need to be taken to the rec room...
XOspencer says:
CO: I would advise negative on that sir...at least for now
CSOFast says:
::sits n seat::
XOspencer says:
::winces at fco::
SOLoren says:
CSO: We have been attacked by dust mites. We are attempting to determine a remedy.
CSOFast says:
hummmmmmmmmm
CO-Sulla says:
SO: Acknowledged. See if you, tac, and Ops can come up with some kind of field to repel the mites
OPS_Tero says:
SO: that's what I thought ....I guess yours is the best one
FCO_Charn says:
::grins::
TO_Jeron says:
<Sec Team> CMO: Understood. ::the team leader motions for his people to start helping the injured out of the area::
SOLoren says:
CO: Sir, scans indicate the planet as Class M, but desert conditions exist on 90% of the surface area.
CMO_Cerbe says:
MO: OK, scan the torso and the legs, tell me what you find, I will work on the upper body. There is a lot of damage here that needs to be patched up before we even contemplate moving her.
XOspencer says:
CO: I think the Science Officer has a good suggestion sir...
CO-Sulla says:
SO: Any indication as to why the mites are avoiding the area of the planet?
FCO_Charn says:
XO: As Loren suggests, I believe we should try modulating an electrical field of sorts, but that's sure not my specialty
CO-Sulla says:
XO: Agreed
SOLoren says:
CO: Not at this time... I hypothesize that, since they live in vacuum, they are vulnerable to atmospheric pressure.
CSOFast says:
SO:: so what's on our agenda?
MOChiba says:
CMO: Aye
TO_Jeron says:
XO: Such a field would seem ......... repulsive to the mites. Kinda like spoiling the milk ::nods to FCO::
OPS_Tero says:
::scans the planet for any radio or communications of any kind
CO-Sulla says:
SO: Acknowledged.
MOChiba says:
::gets out scanner and runs it::
FCO_Charn says:
::bows her head slightly at TO and gets back to her diagnostics::
XOspencer says:
TAC: Yes Jeron ...my thoughts as well
SOLoren says:
CSO: Eliminating the danger of the mites. They were eating our hull.
ceoGabel says:
*CO* sir, are we heading closer to the planet??
CO-Sulla says:
XO: Scan the hull to determine mite locations and hull integrity--if the hull is strong enough, we will try burning the mites off in atmosphere
SOLoren says:
CO: Sir, I detect no communications traffic nor other life signs on the planet.
CMO_Cerbe says:
::Cerberus scans the head, only to massive brain damage. Blood is everywhere, open wounds and fractured bone segments poking through the skin of her left arm::
MOChiba says:
CMO: Ankles are sprained and heavy bruising all over
CSOFast says:
SO: so lets get on it or do we already have a solution?
CO-Sulla says:
*CEO* maintaining Standard Orbit at this time
XOspencer says:
CO: Aye sir :;she taps her console to scan mite location::
SOLoren says:
CSO: We are determining possibilities.
OPS_Tero says:
CO:no comm signals on the planet and no life signs
CSOFast says:
SO:: okay
SOLoren says:
CO: Sir, I suggest we not enter the atmosphere. The eating has stopped.
CSOFast says:
:starts to work::
FCO_Charn says:
::checking the orbit::
CO-Sulla says:
SO: But we don't know if it will restart, yes?
TO_Jeron says:
::does a quick localized scan to confirm that the eating has stopped::
ceoGabel says:
*CO* Aye, but let me remind you that the hull will not withstand 100psi of atmospheric pressure
FCO_Charn says:
CO: We have a problem sir...
CMO_Cerbe says:
MO: Good, at least that is nothing to worry about, most of the damage is confined to the upper torso ::Hands Chiba a laser scalpel:: this is what you trained for, get to work...
SOLoren says:
CO: We do not, but I suggest it has shown no signs of doing so, and entering the atmosphere poses great risk with the condition of the hull.
CO-Sulla says:
*CEO* I have no intention of subjecting us to that much pressure
FCO_Charn says:
CO: The extra mass the mites provide us must be affecting the engines... our orbit is decaying slightly
XOspencer says:
::she finishes the scans :: CO: I think we can try it...I do think we have a one shot chance... the mites are everywhere..we need to get them off now
MOChiba says:
CMO: Sure thing ::takes scalpel::
CO-Sulla says:
FCO: Acknowledged--no sign of anything else affecting helm control?
CMO_Cerbe says:
::He runs a probe over the patient's skull, reducing the bleeding on the brain::
ceoGabel says:
*CO* that pressure is only 10 feet with in the atmosphere
FCO_Charn says:
CO: Compensation is working but not much
MOChiba says:
::quickly takes care of the sprain and bruises::
FCO_Charn says:
CO: No sir, systems diagnostics appear to be correct...
CMO_Cerbe says:
::The heart reading on the tricorder flat lines::
XOspencer says:
::continues her scans::
TO_Jeron says:
::notes the decaying orbit and begins to scan planetary atmospheric content::
OPS_Tero says:
SO:do you want to try to create a field to contain them or repel them?
FCO_Charn says:
::working on her console, trying to compensate for the mites' mass::
CMO_Cerbe says:
ALL: What the....
SOLoren says:
OPS: Repel them and remove the immediate danger. When that is done, we can attempt to contain one for study.
XOspencer says:
CO: Sir ? do we do it?
CMO_Cerbe says:
MO: remember your CPR from training?
TO_Jeron says:
<Sec Team> ::glances at CMO::
MOChiba says:
CMO: Aye...
CSOFast says:
SO:: try creating a electric field at a Max of 48.81 gig per sq. Kilic?
CO-Sulla says:
XO: Why don't you lead an AT to the planet to see if there is something there to help us. take a sample of the mites along...
CMO_Cerbe says:
MO: You have the compressions on her chest, I'll take care of the breathing, get to it.
CO-Sulla says:
XO: I will hold off on eradication efforts for the moment
XOspencer says:
CO: yes sir *mo*: to the transporter. tac: you are with us so: you as well let's go
MOChiba says:
CMO: On it ::starts to pump the chest::
SOLoren says:
CSO: I do not believe creating a field will suffice. I believe we need to change the field that is already present.
TO_Jeron says:
::nods to the XO and moves to the TL waiting for the others::
CMO_Cerbe says:
::turns to one of the Sec Team:: You, run up to sick bay and get me a crash cart down here now
XOspencer says:
CO: *MO* : bring a sample of the mites with you
SOLoren says:
::leaves bridge for transporter::
CSOFast says:
SO: ahh but if give them an electric shock that would zap them.......
CMO_Cerbe says:
::Hears the announcement::
TO_Jeron says:
<Sec Team> CMO: Absolutely ::the team leader turns and runs while the others continue to help::
FCO_Charn says:
::struggling with nav controls trying to get the ship back to standard orbit::
XOspencer says:
::in the TL with tac and so :: lets go.... TL: Transporter
CMO_Cerbe says:
MO: You better go, he can help me for now ;; Nods to the other Sec Team member::
SOLoren says:
::enters transporter room::
TO_Jeron says:
::listens to the TL whir its way through the ship::
MOChiba says:
CMO: Allrighty....
MOChiba says:
::goes into the TL and heads for the transporter room::
CO-Sulla says:
FCO: try and maintain our orbit--notify me if it begins to decay too rapidly
CSOFast says:
SO:: hay wait try exposing them to UV rays.. enough to replicate the effect of being right next to a sun maybe just maybe that will work. What do you think?
FCO_Charn says:
CO: Aye, sir! ::pressing lips::
OPS_Tero says:
XO: the AT ready yet?
XOspencer says:
::in the transporter room:: ALL: Phasers everyone? I am taking no chances
MOChiba says:
::enters transporter room::
TO_Jeron says:
<Sec Team> ::returns handing crash kit to the CMO, huffing and puffing::
CMO_Cerbe says:
Sec Team2: Down here, don't think about the blood, when I say exhale, you exhale into her mouth, you did to first aid in training?
TO_Jeron says:
::arrives in transporter room and moves to the weapons locker pulling out several phasers passing them out::
XOspencer says:
*OPS*: all ready on my mark. ::looks at everyone:: ready
MOChiba says:
::makes sure she has everything::
XOspencer says:
all: ready?
OPS_Tero says:
*XO*: Acknowledged
SOLoren says:
XO: I am ready.
TO_Jeron says:
<Sec Team> CMO: Yes, we take basic life support ........ ::begins doing mouth to mouth resuscitation::
MOChiba says:
XO: ::nods::
ceoGabel says:
::walks out of engineering, and heads to Sickbay as he staggers down the corridor::
TO_Jeron says:
::gets on TR pad::
TO_Jeron says:
<gets>
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The AT beams to the surface of the planet.
TO_Jeron says:
@::checks to make sure his phaser is charged::
CMO_Cerbe says:
::Takes the crash kit, attaches the paddle sensors to her chest and hands the Sec2 a face mask:: This should make it easier..
OPS_Tero ::beams AT to planet surface:: (Transporter.wav)
XOspencer says:
@:;on the planet::
SOLoren says:
::begins preliminary scans with tricorder::
FCO_Charn says:
::gazes at the main display, her efforts seem to be successful so far but can't get to normal yet::
SOLoren says:
XO: No life signs.
CMO_Cerbe says:
::charges up the paddles::
TO_Jeron says:
<Sec Team> ::continues mouth to mouth resuscitation::
MOChiba says:
@::looks around on planet::
CO-Sulla says:
CSO: Continue to work on the mite eradication problem--coordinate with OPS
Host AGMDave says:
SCENERY: The landing site is full of vegetation, small life forms and there is a path leading to a huge castle far away.
ceoGabel says:
:: walks in to Sickbay, drops to the floor and begins to shiver::
TO_Jeron says:
@::puts phaser in holster and looks around::
CMO_Cerbe says:
SEC Team2: stand back
XOspencer says:
@::holds out phaser and eyes the landscape:; tac? SO? Mo? everyone here?
TO_Jeron says:
<Sec Team> ::moves back::
MOChiba says:
@XO: Aye sir
SOLoren says:
XO: There are only small life forms here, but there does seem to be a castle with a path leading to it, over there.
TO_Jeron says:
@::glances at the XO:: XO: Aye, sir.
CSOFast says:
::try's a sim in a holodeck from bridge::
CMO_Cerbe says:
<Hanlon> :: rushes over to ceo Gabel:: help me get him up onto the bed
XOspencer says:
@::sees the landscape and is taken aback:; SO: I thought this planet was lifeless
ceoGabel says:
:: walks in to Sickbay, drops to the floor and begins to shiver::
SOLoren says:
XO: I detect no lifesigns other than small animals. I only see a castle.
TO_Jeron says:
@::glances at his tricorder, feeling the end of his phaser against his side::
XOspencer says:
@TAC: you go ahead and take mo...SO you are with me
FCO_Charn says:
::keeps trying to compensate orbit::
TO_Jeron says:
@::nods to the XO and moves out::
OPS_Tero says:
::keeping a lock on AT just in case.....::
CMO_Cerbe says:
::presses a button and the patient's body jumps with the shock, the heart monitor begins to respond::
XOspencer says:
@SO:Tricorder is not responding...let's move forward in the brush
MOChiba says:
@:XO Aye sir....::goes by TAC::
OPS_Tero says:
CSO:Nova......how is the sim going?
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: A loud screeching sound is heard from above.
TO_Jeron says:
@::glances at the MO:: MO: Stick by me ...... you'll be fine ....... ::gives the MO a smile::
TO_Jeron says:
@::stops and looks up::
XOspencer says:
@SO: be very quiet... *CO* we are on the planet we have come across a castle sir...yes a castle
CO-Sulla says:
::Walks over to SCI station to observe the CSO::
TO_Jeron says:
<Sec Team> CMO: Will this one make it?
MOChiba says:
@TO: ::returns smile:: If you say so...
CSOFast says:
CO::sir if we could Replicate enough UV rays on the hull that might just kill them. that or give them really bad cancer.
FCO_Charn says:
OPS, CSO: any way to get rid of the mites yet?
CO-Sulla says:
*XO* A castle? Investigate please, but try to be discrete
CMO_Cerbe says:
Sec Team: OK, help me put her on that stretcher and lets get her to sick bay, She has a slim chance so lets get a move on shall we
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The sound is coming from a dragon high in the air. It suddenly dives and sprays fire over a nearby field.
OPS_Tero says:
FCO:we are working on it
CO-Sulla says:
CSO: Very well--give it a try. Set it up with ops and inform me when you are ready
XOspencer says:
@CO*: Yes sir...we have just hear the most horrid screeching form the air ::her heart pounds::
CSOFast says:
CO:yes sir.
TO_Jeron says:
<Sec Team> ::helps the doc::
FCO_Charn says:
OPS: I can keep us stable so far, but I don't know for how long...
TO_Jeron says:
@::scans the horizon looking for whatever made that sound::
CO-Sulla says:
*XO* Screeching? ::Moves to tactical station::
MOChiba says:
@::mutters under breath:: I'll get the barbecue sauce....
XOspencer says:
@SO: Oh my ...god look ::points up:: it is what appears to be a dragon ::she is amazed::
CMO_Cerbe says:
<Hanlon> CEO: Can you hear me?
TO_Jeron says:
@XO: Shall we ........... ::points to the castle::
CO-Sulla says:
::scanning AT coordinates from tactical::
ceoGabel says:
<Hanlon> man oin m
SOLoren says:
@SO: Scans indicate nothing.
XOspencer says:
@SO:Let's get going ....maybe it ate all ready ::laughs::
CMO_Cerbe says:
<Hanlon> CEO: Pardon?
SOLoren says:
@XO: I see no immediate danger.
TO_Jeron says:
@::grabs the MO by the arm and continues making their way towards the castle::
MOChiba says:
@::nods and continues on their way::
ceoGabel says:
<Hanlon>: man ion ma
CMO_Cerbe says:
<Hanlon> ::picks up a tricorder and scans the ceo::
TO_Jeron says:
@::trudges on::
XOspencer says:
@*co*: we seem to have a dragon on the planet... yes I said a Dragon... ::gives the SO a little push in the direction of the castle::
MOChiba says:
@TO: You don't need to grab me ::smiles::
TO_Jeron says:
@::releases his grip on the MO and nods::
SOLoren says:
@::follows XO::
XOspencer says:
@SO: sorry I do not want to lose site of tac or co
CO-Sulla says:
*XO* Scanners show no signs of it ::sigh:: Just be careful.
ceoGabel says:
<hanlon>: th..e mi..t...e...s...a...r...e tox...ix
FCO_Charn says:
::hears the XO's comments with interest::
CMO_Cerbe says:
<Hanlon>Computer, analyze the CEO's phrase, does it have a meaning?
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: As the dragon disappears over the horizon, several small hairy beings emerge from the brush in front of the AT.
CSOFast says:
OPS :: see if you can position enough satellites around the ship that it will reflect enough UV rays from the sun or that we generate so it can get every were with 100,000 candlelights per square inch.
SOLoren says:
@::scans creatures::
XOspencer says:
@*CO* aye sir... but this is something... ::she is enjoying her first away mission::
MOChiba says:
@All: Eep...!
TO_Jeron says:
@::stops short staring at the hairy things and waves for the XO to hurry up::
CSOFast says:
OPS: and don't worry UV rays do not heat the kind of metal that we use.
TO_Jeron says:
@::draws his phaser setting it to level 8::
XOspencer says:
@SO:no need to scan Loren ...they are not working
TO_Jeron says:
@XO: Ummm, sir?
SOLoren says:
@XO: Perhaps not. But they might start.
XOspencer says:
@SO: Here this way there is a hole in the brush lets go!
TO_Jeron says:
@::looks at the small hairy humanoids ........ weird::
SOLoren says:
@::follows::
ceoGabel says:
<hanlon> m....it...e...s .......ar...e..t....o.xi...c
XOspencer says:
@SO : Phasers as last option...understood?
OPS_Tero says:
CSO:I will set it up right away;;making adjustment for the satellites to reflect UV rays
MOChiba says:
@::kinda hides behind everyone::
CMO_Cerbe says:
<Hanlon> Kyla: Nurse Kyla, I need a full tox screen, I am getting some strange readings from the CEO
SOLoren says:
@XO: Understood.
CO-Sulla says:
::waiting for UV burst to be set up::
CMO_Cerbe says:
<Kyra> Hanlon: Yes Doctor
TO_Jeron says:
@XO: They seem .......... curious, sir.
CSOFast says:
OPS:: tell me as soon as you're done
XOspencer says:
@SO: Here....there is a path leading right up to the front of the castle ::sees the other members of the away team::
ceoGabel says:
::passes out from the large amount of stress on his system::
FCO_Charn says:
::waiting for something to work, doesn't want to crash for the second time in her life::
OPS_Tero says:
::launches satellites
CSOFast says:
::starts to tap fingers. ::
XOspencer says:
@TAC/SO: find anything?
SOLoren says:
@XO: I suggest we approach with caution
OPS_Tero says:
CO: satellites launched
TO_Jeron says:
@XO: You mean aside from these ten small diminutive humanoids ................ ?
CMO_Cerbe says:
<Hanlon> CEO: I am just going to give you a relaxant
CO-Sulla says:
OPS: Acknowledged
CSOFast says:
OPS:: are they ready?
ceoGabel says:
::begins to relax slowly::
XOspencer says:
::smiles at tac:: TAC: well...yes....
CMO_Cerbe says:
::Nurse Kyla bring Hanlon the results::
TO_Jeron says:
@::watches the movements of the small creatures:: XO: In that case ...... no, nothing else.
OPS_Tero says:
CO&CSO :we are ready
CO-Sulla says:
OPS/CSO: Very well. Initiate the UV rays
CMO_Cerbe says:
<Hanlon> Kyla: Strange, the is a highly toxic strain in the CEO's blood, unlike anything I have ever seen?
CSOFast says:
OPS:: good. eniteating a one minute blast.
FCO_Charn says:
::brushes her hand against her eyebrow:: Self: I can't be sweating!
XOspencer says:
@TAC: Notify the bridge of the creatures' please.. I have a rock in my shoe
TO_Jeron says:
@::wonders who will make the first move ..... the creatures or the AT::
TO_Jeron says:
@::glances at the XO unbelievingly ......... :: XO: Yes sir ......
CMO_Cerbe says:
*Eng* Eng: Engineering, has the CEO been in contact with any volatile substances?
OPS_Tero says:
CO:Aye sir! ::activates satellites for a 1-min burst of UV rays
MOChiba says:
@XO: I suggest removing the rock....
XOspencer says:
::@::as she bends down to take the rock out of her shoe she tries to get a better look at the creatures::
TO_Jeron says:
@*CO*: We appear to have come across a small group of diminutive humanoids ..... they are not doing anything adverse ...... just watching us.
CMO_Cerbe says:
<Hanlon> CEO: feeling better?
FCO_Charn says:
::notices that her compensation work is running along fine so far::
CSOFast says:
::reading results::
CO-Sulla says:
*XO/TO* Attempt to establish communication with them
SOLoren says:
@creatures: We come in peace.
OPS_Tero says:
::monitors the hull temp
TO_Jeron says:
@MO: Can you scan the creatures' anatomy?
ceoGabel says:
<hanlon>: a bit
TO_Jeron says:
@*CO*: Understood ..........
XOspencer says:
@*CO*: Yes sir...I was going to...just trying to figure out what to say
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: A thundering sound can be heard off in the distance. It seems to be getting closer. The beings begin to look tense.
CMO_Cerbe says:
<Hanlon> CEO: are you in pain?
MOChiba says:
@TO: sure ::gets out med tricorder::
SOLoren says:
@creatures: Live long and prosper
ceoGabel says:
<hanlon>: a hit
SOLoren says:
@::scans atmosphere::
XOspencer says:
@::slowly she walks towards them as a distant sound can be heard the creatures' tense::
CSOFast says:
CO:: no effect so far.
CSOFast says:
::starts to do more sims.::
MOChiba says:
@ All: As far as I can tell...they're similar to humans--just smaller
TO_Jeron says:
@XO: They are reacting to that thunderstorm on the horizon ...... it seems to bother them. Speaking of which, we may want to take shelter soon too, from the looks of that storm.
XOspencer says:
@Creatures: hi... ::looking down as not to provoke them she walks closer::
CMO_Cerbe says:
::Cerberus arrives with the patient and 2 sec officers, they disappear into the theater, along with several medical staff. The sec officers are the only one's to leave the room::
CO-Sulla says:
CSO: Well, continue the treatment for another 2 minutes unless we have a problem
TO_Jeron says:
@::keeps his phaser out::
ceoGabel says:
<hanlon. a bit
CSOFast says:
CO:: yes sir.
CMO_Cerbe says:
<Hanlon>CEO: Now, take your time, what happened?
SOLoren says:
@XO: I am sensing fear and curiosity. They don't want to hurt us.
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The beings begin to scatter.
XOspencer says:
@::as they have not made any threatening moves she gets with in arms reach::
TO_Jeron says:
@XO: Sir ..................
ceoGabel says:
<hanlon> I can not recall
OPS_Tero says:
CSO;shall we increase the time and intensity
Host AGMDave says:
<Dwarf>AT: You must get to the castle! Your answers lie there!
XOspencer says:
@::jumps:: all ...darn it...
TO_Jeron says:
@::gets tense::
MOChiba says:
@::steps back startled::
CMO_Cerbe says:
<Hanlon>CEO: Try? It's important. You have a toxic strain in your blood, where did it come from?
SOLoren says:
@XO: I suggest we go to castle. Answers may await us there.
CSOFast says:
OPS:: ya why not increase to 300,000 CS per inch
XOspencer says:
@DWARF: What answers?
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The thunder sound gets closer and the dwarves retreat to the brush.
XOspencer says:
@All:: I suggest we take cover
SOLoren says:
@::holding hands in position which he senses is a greeting for creatures::
TO_Jeron says:
@::notes the size of the coming storm:: XO: We really should seek shelter ...... seems the castle is as good as anywhere.
ceoGabel says:
<hanlon> I remember I was out on the hull and then nothing
MOChiba says:
@::mutters:: I hate storms....
XOspencer says:
@TAC: Of course lets go. ::leads them in the direction of the castle::
TO_Jeron says:
@ALL: Okay ..... Let's move people ...... you heard the XO ::begins cattle herding the MO and SO towards the castle::
CMO_Cerbe says:
<Hanlon>CEO: Why were you on the hull?
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The thunder sound reveals itself as a squad of knights on horseback rounding onto the trail in front of the AT.
XOspencer says:
@::looks at tac:: TAC : nice round up thanks....
MOChiba says:
@::head with group to castle::
ceoGabel says:
<hanlon> to repair the hull breaches
XOspencer says:
@*CO*: we are being surrounded by Men on horseback
TO_Jeron says:
@::sees the horsemen:: XO: Those six horsemen .......... they weren't there before ..... perhaps we should get off the trail?
OPS_Tero says:
CO:I think we should try Infra red to the hull
CMO_Cerbe says:
<Hanlon>::looked puzzled:: CEO: anything else/
ceoGabel says:
<hanlon> nothing else
XOspencer says:
@TAC: IN the bush!! She jumps back and waves her team in::
CSOFast says:
OPS:: try doing both. half and half.
FCO_Charn says:
OPS: any luck yet? Are we going to get rid of the mites by this century? ::getting annoyed at forever compensating the orbit::
MOChiba says:
@::looks behind her to see what everyone else sees:: This is too weird...
CO-Sulla says:
*XO* Acknowledged :;scanning again from tac, locking on to AT with transporter::
MOChiba says:
@::jumps in bush::
TO_Jeron says:
@::shoves the MO into the brush and dives in after::
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Sensors reveal that the UV rays are actually invigorating the mites. They are beginning to eat again.
XOspencer says:
@*CO*: Now would be nice SIR!
MOChiba says:
@:TO:watch the hands!
SOLoren says:
@::scanning::
CO-Sulla says:
::beams AT back to ship::
CSOFast says:
OPS: stop UV:
CSOFast says:
OPS:: now.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
SOLoren says:
::materializes on ship::
TO_Jeron says:
::materializes back on Titan::
TO_Jeron says:
:looks around::
OPS_Tero says:
CO:the mites are eating again::changes to infra red
XOspencer says:
::on the ship in the transporter room::
MOChiba says:
@::is back on the titan:: What the..?
CMO_Cerbe says:
<Hanlon>::confused::CEO: well, a tox screen should clear your system.
TO_Jeron says:
::holsters phaser and steps off TR pad::
CSOFast says:
CO:: it just makes them eat. htouse darn Poktok
CMO_Cerbe says:
<Hanlon>::taking hold of a hypo, she injects it into the CEO's neck
CO-Sulla says:
*XO* report
XOspencer says:
:::runs out of the room past the crew and into the TL::
ceoGabel says:
<hanlon> good
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: A form begins to shimmer on the bridge. It takes the shape of a tall human with a long beard and a pointy hat.
OPS_Tero says:
::increases hull temp
TO_Jeron says:
::heads for the nearest TL::
XOspencer says:
*CO*: On my way Sir!
MOChiba says:
::gets up::
CO-Sulla says:
::sees apparition and is startled::
CSOFast says:
SELF:: holy
CMO_Cerbe says:
<Hanlon>CEO: Now, tell me when your head begins to clear?
TO_Jeron says:
::gets in TL:: TL : Bridge
FCO_Charn says:
::turns to see this... phenomenon::
SOLoren says:
::proceeds to bridge::
TO_Jeron says:
::begins to tap his foot as the TL rises::
CSOFast says:
::pulls phaser. and goes to stand bye CO:
ceoGabel says:
<hanlon> what
OPS_Tero says:
::see an Individual who looks like an sorcerer
XOspencer says:
::Steps off the:: CO: well... we have a castle below small umm creatures and at least an army of six horsemen... I would say we are in a holo if I didn't know better
SOLoren says:
::arrives on bridge::
CSOFast says:
Fize: Stay right there mister.
MOChiba says:
::not knowing where else to go, she heads back to deck 4::
FCO_Charn says:
::can't believe her eyes:: CO: ::whispers:: it seems a creature from one of my father's books
CO-Sulla says:
::motions to XO to stay back::
TO_Jeron says:
::TL Arrives on the bridge and Jeron steps out to see the apparition, draws phaser:: *Security* : To the bridge.
Host Fizer says:
CO: You did not finish the game, Captain. I am disappointed.
SOLoren says:
CO: Sir, there is no living creature there.
XOspencer says:
::startled as she did not see anyone::
CO-Sulla says:
Fizer: game? Explain?
CSOFast says:
FIZEr:wa?
CMO_Cerbe says:
Log time of death, clean her up if you would ::Cerberus removed his smock, exited the theater and walked into his office::
TO_Jeron says:
::levels his phaser on the apparition ...... hoping it leaves the CO alone and inches his way towards the TAC console::
XOspencer says:
::Game?? it felt like a game:: CO: be careful Sir....
CMO_Cerbe says:
<Hanlon>CEO: I said tell me hen your head begins to clear
MOChiba says:
::goes into TL to go up to deck 4::
CSOFast says:
Fizer:: nice staff were did ya get it?
CO-Sulla says:
Fizer: Who are you and what game are you referring to?
Host Fizer says:
CO: Yes, Captain. The game. Why do you think I went through all this trouble? ::spreads his arms out wide::
TO_Jeron says:
<Security> ::two security officers burst onto the bridge from the TL's phaser's drawn::
XOspencer says:
::slowly moving back towards the tac console::
CO-Sulla says:
::motions for Fast to be quiet::
CSOFast says:
::shuts up ::
FCO_Charn says:
::would love to look at the wizard, but still needs to compensate the orbit::
ceoGabel says:
<hanlon> about a few minutes ago
TO_Jeron says:
<Security> ::levels their phasers on the "being" and wait for orders::
XOspencer says:
::whispers to tac:: get a confinement field on him now...
CO-Sulla says:
Fizer: I do not see how destroying my ship constitutes a game...
MOChiba says:
::thinks better of it and goes to sick bay::
CSOFast says:
::takes out Tricorder and starts scanning the Fizer::
SOLoren says:
CO; Sir, the mites are dormant.
TO_Jeron says:
::stands at TAC console and begins working on a containment field for the bridge...... :: <whispers> XO: two minutes ........
CO-Sulla says:
SO: Noted
XOspencer says:
::nods at tac:: Hurry ::she whispers::
Host Fizer says:
CO: No more talk, Captain. The game has just begun.
CSOFast says:
::send info to sci station::
TO_Jeron says:
<Security> ::starts to get antsy::
MOChiba says:
::enters sick bay::
CMO_Cerbe says:
<Hanlon>CEO: Feeling better?
CO-Sulla says:
Fizer: If we are to play, at least tell us the rules and the rewards...
ceoGabel says:
<hanlon> yes
FCO_Charn says:
::gets ready for another struggle with nav controls::
Host Fizer says:
ACTION: The wizard raises his arms and a glow appears.
TO_Jeron says:
<Security> ::glances around the bridge looking from officer to officer ...... looking for the best shot::
MOChiba says:
CMO: What's up here?
Host Fizer says:
ACTION: The glow quickly disappears as do the CO and Fizer.
XOspencer says:
::looking up she sees what appears to be a bright globe of light::
FCO_Charn says:
All: Where did the CO go???
XOspencer says:
*CO*: Captain!!
TO_Jeron says:
::finishes forcefield ........ a moment to late::
XOspencer says:
TAC: Get him back!!
SOLoren says:
::scanning::
TO_Jeron says:
::Begins scanning the local space for the CO::
MOChiba says:
::knocks on the CMO's office::
TO_Jeron says:
XO: Working on it ........ I can't locate his Com badge
CSOFast says:
::stands there and scans the area.::
Host Fizer says:
ACTION: Sulla finds himself on the planet just where the AT had been beamed up.
OPS_Tero says:
::tries to locate and get a lock on CO
CMO_Cerbe says:
<Hanlon> CEO: Good, get something to eat or you will be sick after that hypo, come back here in say, 5 hours?
XOspencer says:
::starts to pace:: OPS:?? can you locate him??
CO-Sulla says:
*XO* Come in..
TO_Jeron says:
XO: I have him on the planetoid, sir. ::trying to lock on now::
SOLoren says:
XO: The captain is on the planet.
ceoGabel says:
<hanlon> thank you
CMO_Cerbe says:
MO: Come in. ::Cerberus is sitting with his back to the door, staring at the wall
OPS_Tero says:
XO;he's on the surface where you just were
TO_Jeron says:
<Security> ::shrugs and leaves the bridge as Fizer disappears::
ceoGabel says:
::walks out of sick bay::
XOspencer says:
FCO: You have the bridge I am taking a team, down
CO-Sulla says:
::looking around and taking stock of my resources::
MOChiba says:
::walks in:: CMO: Is everything all right here?
SOLoren says:
XO: I sense the captain is all right, but he cannot communicate with us.
FCO_Charn says:
XO: Aye, sir!
TO_Jeron says:
XO: I have a lock ...... beginning beam out process
CSOFast says:
::sees CO's combadge phaser and tricorder on floor.::
OPS_Tero says:
XO;transporters are off-line
TO_Jeron says:
XO: No joy ...... I can not beam him back.
CMO_Cerbe says:
MO: We lost her
Host Fizer says:
::materializes in front of Sulla::
XOspencer says:
::looks at so:: well we will see about that...our scans...are worthless....
CO-Sulla says:
::no badge phaser or tricorder::
CMO_Cerbe says:
::puts his head in his hands::
MOChiba says:
CMO: ::frowns:: what a shame
TO_Jeron says:
XO: Permission to lead a second away team ..........
CO-Sulla says:
@Fizer: So what is this game?
XOspencer says:
FCO: You take a team get a shuttle Now!
FCO_Charn says:
::stands:: CSO, OPS: keep working on a way to get rid of the mites
Host Fizer says:
CO: So glad you could join me, Captain.
FCO_Charn says:
XO: All right!
CO-Sulla says:
::rises eyebrow:: You are delighted I am sure
TO_Jeron says:
::frowns as the FCO is sent instead of him::
Host Fizer says:
CO: You asked about rules to this game?
CMO_Cerbe says:
MO: You know, before I came here I never lost a patient
CO-Sulla says:
@Fizer; Yes
FCO_Charn says:
*MO, TO* I need you to meet me in main shuttlebay, now
Host Fizer says:
CO: Here they are:
XOspencer says:
::damn it she thinks:: TAC: Go with Charn...take whoever you think is necessary bring the Captain back
CMO_Cerbe says:
MO: you better go
TO_Jeron says:
::nods to the FCO and joins her in the TL::
MOChiba says:
CMO: Sorry chief that's my que
FCO_Charn says:
::runs to the TL with TO::
ceoGabel says:
::walks back to engineering::
MOChiba says:
::leaves office and head to TL::
Host Fizer says:
CO: your ship has precious few moments left to it in orbit. The mites are getting hungry again.
CSOFast says:
::goes to station::
CO-Sulla says:
@::paying close attention to Fizer::
XOspencer says:
TAC/TO Keep an open com....
TO_Jeron says:
TL: Main Shuttlebay ::listens as the TL whirs its way down::
FCO_Charn says:
TL: Main Shuttlebay
TO_Jeron says:
*XO*: Understood ...............
CSOFast says:
XO::look
MOChiba says:
::enters TL and heads to TR::
CMO_Cerbe says:
<Hanlon> ::studies the readings from the CEO's duty log with reference to repairing the hull, and the MITES::
FCO_Charn says:
::exits in MS and motions to the closest Shuttle::
XOspencer says:
::she looks up to see the Captain on the viewer::
TO_Jeron says:
::TL arrives at the Main Shuttlbay and Jeron moves to a weapons locker removing compression phaser rifles::
OPS_Tero says:
XO:look at the screen
FCO_Charn says:
MO, TO: take your seats...
XOspencer says:
OPS: Can we get sound?
Host Fizer says:
CO: you can save your ship if you play the game correctly and win. If your crewmates are good, they may join you here.
TO_Jeron says:
::gets three and runs to join the FCO at the shuttle::
MOChiba says:
::sits down::
FCO_Charn says:
*OPS*: we are ready to leave, clearance to depart, please
OPS_Tero says:
XO: trying ::attempts to get sound
CO-Sulla says:
@Fizer: I see and what is the game? And what do you mean by "good"
CSOFast says:
::starts to think how this game might go? and if I were good?::
TO_Jeron says:
::Gets in shuttle handing a phaser rifle to the MO and FCO, takes his seat at the TAC console::
ceoGabel says:
::Enters Engineering::
FCO_Charn says:
::starts getting the shuttle ready... two more buttons::
Host Fizer says:
CO: you will have to make it to the castle and find the one thing that will repel the mites.::smiles fondly as if the mites were his pets::
TO_Jeron says:
::straps in::
CMO_Cerbe says:
*CO* CO: Captain, The mites that are attached to the hull,
OPS_Tero says:
*FCO*;opening bay doors:
MOChiba says:
::grins:: Believe it or not, I'm good with these
XOspencer says:
::backing up she sits in her chair...her hands moving over the console she brings up Lars...she as seen him before..somewhere...but where::
TO_Jeron says:
::expects a rough, fast, ride::
FCO_Charn says:
*OPS* We're going out. MO, TO: ready?
CMO_Cerbe says:
I believe them to be off danger to anyone who comes into contact with them
CO-Sulla says:
@Fizer: Understood... I assume that something will try and stop me?
TO_Jeron says:
::charges his rifle and waits::
MOChiba says:
::nods::
SOLoren says:
XO; Sir, a shuttle is leaving the ship.
OPS_Tero says:
::open shuttle bay doors
Host Fizer says:
ACTION: The bay doors suddenly close and quickly.
Host Fizer says:
::waves his hand in the air::
TO_Jeron says:
::sees the doors close:: FCO: What the?
CSOFast says:
XO:: I think we have to let him do this on his own.
SOLoren says:
XO: Bay doors have closed. The shuttle has not left.
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XOspencer says:
SO: Yes Loren.... we are sending a shuttle down to the surface. ::she frowns::
OPS_Tero says:
XO:bay doors close by some outside force
FCO_Charn says:
*OPS* what happened? ::looks at TO
Host Fizer says:
CO: Do you have any questions?
TO_Jeron says:
FCO: We could blast our way through ..............
Host Fizer says:
CO: oh, no? Well, enjoy yourself.
SOLoren says:
XO: Apparently not.
XOspencer says:
::frowning still *FCO* what is going on?
Host Fizer says:
::disappears in a cloud of smoke::
FCO_Charn says:
TO: do you think so? I think this is foul play...
CSOFast says:
XO: it's like the time with the Enterprise and the Gorans.
CMO_Cerbe says:
::Cerberus throws a data pad off the wall::
MOChiba says:
::pouts and mutters:: I don't get to shoot...?
FCO_Charn says:
*XO* Shuttle doors closed, sir, TO suggests we destroy them to get out
OPS_Tero says:
*FCO*:I believe our wizard game master is preventing us from reaching the captain
CO-Sulla says:
@Fizer: Will I recognize what I seek when I see it--or is figuring it out part of the game?
XOspencer says:
CSO: Gorans?? I am sorry I do not know what you are talking about.
ceoGabel says:
::walks around engineering::
FCO_Charn says:
*OPS* That was my idea as well... ::looks at TO and MO:: any ideas to get out?
CMO_Cerbe says:
Gorans, mean buggers
SOLoren says:
XO: I believe the cso means Gorns.
XOspencer says:
::thinks for a split second:: *FCO* No wait
TO_Jeron says:
::pounds a fist on the shuttle console:: FCO: Lets go ...... our captain is down there.
OPS_Tero says:
XO:I don't think anyone is leaving
FCO_Charn says:
*XO* Ok
MOChiba says:
FCO: No clue...got a crowbar?
FCO_Charn says:
TO: Not without the XO's clearance ::raises eyebrow at him::
CSOFast says:
XO: I mean then Gorns.
XOspencer says:
::aloud:: Gorans gorens ??
TO_Jeron says:
::frowns::
SOLoren says:
XO: perhaps if we ask Fizer, he will let us go.
SOLoren says:
XO: Go to the surface, I mean.
XOspencer says:
*FCO* I think we are out witted come back here ... lets plan this out
TO_Jeron says:
::pounds his fist again ........ ::
FCO_Charn says:
::sighs:: *XO* All right... TO, MO: I race you again back to the bridge...
CO-Sulla says:
@Fizer; Will I recognize the prize I seek or is it part of the game to figure it out?
MOChiba says:
::groans::
XOspencer says:
::Looks at the:: please .... we are not children.... I do not think asking will get us anywhere
TO_Jeron says:
::stands and collects the weapons taking them to a weapons locker::
FCO_Charn says:
::shuts down the shuttle's system and steps out::
SOLoren says:
XO: Nothing else has seemed to work. What is the harm?
MOChiba says:
::reluctantly relinquishes weapon::
CO-Sulla says:
@::looking for castle, setting out in its direction at a steady jog::
TO_Jeron says:
::locks the weapons in the locker with a look at the MO ...... blood lust?::
XOspencer says:
SO: ! We have done nothing yet please I need to think.....
Host Fizer says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<PAUSE MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>.


